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Way finding system 

A wayfinding system needs to be easy understandable and should direct the shortest way.

- a master directory provides an overview of the building
- colours may indicate floors or buildings within the entire complex
- floor directories clarify and confirm the actual position of the visitor
- entrance signs in colours are obvious guide lines
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way finding system

- easy changeable door signs with integrated self lettering in various DIN sizes
- system based lettering for standard rooms
- pictos for service rooms
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window signs / time tables

door sign

pictograms



840 x 1176 mm

master directory

- colours can be adapted to the building or be part of the wayfinding system
- combinations with other materials , like glass, inox, wood are also possible
- all signs can be protected against vandalisme with a security locking device
- directories can also be protected by an acrylic glass cover against vandalime (non glare)
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master directory 



self - lettering

time tables/escape routes
        window signs

  window signs/escape routes
- easy to interchange
- all DIN - sizes
- self lettering
- optional with security locking device
- cover protection by plexi or pvc (non glare)

infonormnorm
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 DIN A5 landscape plus header 42mm 



door sign 105 x 105 mm
with slider system vacant/in use

door sign 157.5 x 63 mm
with 21mm for self - lettering

-  door signs are all flexible and combineable
- profiles accepting self-lettering are very popular
- installation by invisible screw-mount or alternatively by double tape
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door signs
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door sign 157,5 x 63 mm



tactile ADA or System " I.L.I.S."

security locking device (technical drawing)

      special signage
custom made solutions

- ADA lettering is required more often, specially for public buildings. 
- The  security locking device protects the sign against vandalismeinfonormnorm
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Fon +41 (0)55 612 44 40
Fax +41 (0)55 612 11 81
e-mail info@infonorm.ch
web www.infonorm.ch
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About 

 : - an innovative, multifonctional sign system

- exported all over the world with a wide network of distributors
- guarantees high quality and follow-up service for years
- all components are interchangeable and easy to replace
- we offer support for specification, concepts and 1 : 1 - samples

 signs: - an all aluminium sign system
- profiles can be anodised or painted in any colour
- timeless design and only 6mm thick
- with non glare acrylic covers (self-lettering signs)
- invisible wall fixation by screws or double tape

 provides: - master directories
- flag signs
- suspended signs
- elevator signs
- door signs
- self lettering signs
- window signs, time tables, escape routes
- custom made signs on demand
- prototype production and product developments
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